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By Catherine Terrones, Aquarium Educator

Eat Like A SEA OTTER
Hanging Mobile ArT

Materials:
- Paper, Scissors
- Optional: Printer to Print our animals Templates
- ColOred Pencils / Crayons / MArkers
- String, ribbon, Reused Twine And /or rubber bands from packaging
- Hole punch, or A pencil to help hole punch
- Chopstick (1 or 2), or wire hanger for hanging ITems

Overview: we are making a Mobile or hanging Food web to Learn aBout What Sea Otters
Might Like to eat. We can learn more about their food and their habitat by Observing the
videos about Sea Otters and noticing how and What they like to eat. Sea Otters like to eat



many of the same Animals that humans do! Why do you think they like a variety of foods?
SEa Otters Live and Depend on the Kelp Forest. Will you include Kelp in your mobile?

Directions:
1.) Collect your materials. Either print out the images, draw or trace your

own animals to include in the sea otter mobile.
2.) Color in your animals. If you like, label them on the front or back so you

can learn their names
3.) Cut out the shapes that you want your animals to be in. You might keep

them all in circles, triangles, or rectangles, or maybe cut them out following
their unique shapes.

4.) Create a hole in the top of each animal ‘card’ and tie your string, or loop
your rubber bands or other hanging items onto the hole.

5.) Decide how to arrange your animals in your mobile.
6.) Did you include any Kelp? An important element for all these animals is the

Kelp Forest habitat where they live. Perhaps consider adding some hanging
Kelp to your mobile for decoration and to symbolize the importance of their
habitat.

7.) Hang all your items on the chopsticks: make a cross, tie it in the middle and
you can hang it wind chime style. Or use a hanger or one long stick, and hang
them along the stick/hanger.

8.) Find a great place to hang your mobile! Or give it as a gift to a person who
loves the ocean, and share what you learned about the Sea Otter and its
food.

Discussion + Extensions:
What do you wonder about these animals? What are some questions you have?
What do you like about the shapes or colors? What do they remind you of? Talk
about the animals with someone and enjoy a conversation based on the Sea Otter
and it’s favorite foods! What are your favorite foods? Why? Do you think there’s
reasons Sea Otters prefer certain foods?
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